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IN THE LAST TEN YEARS, Soviet descriptive works on the Russian
language have treated in detail the morphology and stress of the
general vocabulary.2 In addition, the Russian forms of geographical
names have been dealt with in Soviet dictionaries compiled for geo-
graphers.3 Ho,vever, a guide to the morphology and stress of Russian
personal names - given names and family names - is still not
available to the student of Russian or to the onomatologist. Having
recognized the need. for such a guide, the Language Development
Section of the United States Office of Education concluded a con-
tract in March, 1962, with the Department of Slavic Languages, Uni-
versity of .Pennsylvania, for the compilation of A Dictionary 01
Russian Personal Names with a Guide to Stress and Morphology. This
writer is serving as Principal Investigator for the project. The pur-
pose of this paper is to describe briefly the major goals set for the
Dictionary, some of the problems encountered, and the progress
which has been made in its compilation.

We begin with the treatment of the Russian given name. As the
initial step, it was necessary to compile a list of the most important
Russian first names now in use. This portion of the project has
already been completed. No serious problems were encountered,

1 A shorter version of this paper was read at the 11th Annual Meeting of the
American Name Society in Washington, D.C., December 30, 1962. The research
reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the United States
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

2 See M. Benson, "Soviet Standardization of Russian," The Slavic and East
European Journal, 5 (1961),263-278.

3 M. B. Volostnova, Slovar' russkoj transkripcii geografieeskix nazvanij, 2 vols.
(Moscow, 1955 and 1959); M. N. Mel'xeev, Geografieeskie imena. Toponimieeskij
slovar'. Moscow 1961. The compilation of the following two works on Russian geo-
graphical names was begun by Max Vasmer and is continuing at present: Worter-
buck der russiscken Gewiissernamen (Wiesbaden; 1960); Russisches geographisches
Namenbuch (Mainz, 1961).
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since there is a published Soviet list of Russian first names current-
ly used in the U.S.S.R.4 The next task in regard to first names was to
gather the most important expressive forms, most of which are
endearing or diminutive, i.e., hypocoristic.5 Russian is extremely
rich in such forms. Almost every commonly used Russian first name
has one or several hypocoristica. Foreign readers of Russian liter-
ature are often confused when they come across a character who is
referred to by two, three, or even more hypocoristic forms. These
forms sometimes bear no resemblance whatsoever to each other or
to the full form of the name. Some endearing forms, to be sure, are
easily recognized as derivations of the full names. Thus, Glebik is
obviously formed from Gleb, as Verocka is from Vera, and GaUnka is
from GaUna. However, other hypocoristica cannot be recognized as
related to their full names. For example, Sura is a hypocoristic form
of Aleksandr, N jusa denotes Anna, Dunja is really Evdokija, Gru-
sen'ka is Agrafena, Lusa is Glikerija, Tusja is Tat'jana, Vova is Vla-
dimir, Nolik is Emmanuil, etc. Another confusing phenomenon is
the existence of certain expressive forms each of which can refer to
more than one full name. Thus, Adik is a hypocoristic form for either
Adam or Arkadij; Motja can be Matvej or Matrena; Dima can be
Vadim, Vladimir, or Dmitrij; Ksana can be Aleksandra, Ksenja, or
Roksana; Lina can be Alina, Angelina, Apollinarija,I[arolina, or
Pavlina; Nika can be Ver6nika, Nikan6r, Nikita, Nikifor, Nikon,
N ikodim, or N ikolaj; Polja can be A pollinarija, A pollon, A pollonij,
I ppolit, Pavel, Pelageja, Polikarp, or Polina; Slava can be Boleslav,
Borislav, Vladislav, M stislav, Radislav, Rostislav, Svjatoslav, Sta-
nislav, etc.

An additional difficulty for the non-native of Russia is the fact
that in a few instances one Russian form can be either a full name
(with its own hypocoristica) or a hypocoristic form (of a full name).
For example, Dora can serve as a full name and, as such, has the en-
dearing forms Dorka, D6rocka, D6ruska, etc. On the other hand, Dora
can be an expressive form, and as such, can serve the full names

4. S. F. Levcenko et al., Slovnyk vlasnyx imen ljudej (ukrajins'ko-rosijs'kyj i
rosijs'ko-ukrajins'kyj), 2nd. ed. (Kiev, 1961), pp.44-74. A new Soviet work on
Russian first names by a scholar named Petrovskij has been reported near com-
pletion.

5 For a structural analysis of hypocoristic forms of Russian first names, see Ed-
ward Stankiewicz, "The Expression of Affection in Russian Proper Names," The
Slavic and East European Journal, 15 (1957), 196-210.
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I sid6ra and lYI itrod6ra. Similarly, Zina can be used as a full name
with the hypocoristica Zinka, Zinocka, or as an expressive form of
Zinaida or Zin6vija.

To help the non-native with the complexities just outlined, the
Dictionary will provide two alphabetical lists based on material
being assembled by several native informants. The first list will
consist of two parts - one for masculine names, the other for
feminine. In each part, the most common full names will be listed
alphabetically; next to each full name will stand its main expres-
sive forms. In the second list, the main expressive forms will be
listed in alphabetical order. Next to each expressive form will stand
the full name (or names) to which it can refer.

The second section of the Dictionary will be devoted to the stress
and morphology of Russian family names.6 It is, of course, the stress
that offers the greatest difficulties in pronouncing Russian. The
Russian stress is non-restricted, i.e., it may occur on any syllable
in a word. Furthermore, it may be mobile - it may shift to different
syllables in various declensional forms. A major goal of the Diction-
ary is to show the usual stress or stresses (i.e., variants) in a large
number of Russian names, and to indicate those instances where the
stress is mobile. For example, the entry S6bolev will mean that,
according to the best of our knowledge, most Russians usually
pronounce this name with the first syllable stressed. There is no
stress shift in the oblique cases. The entry X6lm6v means that some
Russians pronounce X6lmov, and others Xolm6v, or that some Rus-
sians admit either stress as possible. This will be called variant stress.
The entry Borodin (a) means that when the name is declined, the
stress is always on the ending - throughout the masculine, feminine
and plural. The feminine nominative would be Borodina 'Miss (or
Mrs.) Borodin.' The entry Kamkin (a) denotes variant stress and a

6 Some recent studies devoted to Russian surnames are B. o. Unbegaun, "Les
noms de famille du clerge russe," Revue des etudes slaves, 20 (1942),41-62; James
St. Clair-Sobell and Irina Carlsen, "The Structure of Russian Surnames," Oanadian
Slavonic Papers, 4 (1959), 42-60; V. K. Cieagov, Iz istorii russkix imen, otcestv i
famiZij (Moscow, 1959); John P. Pauls, "Surnames of Soviet Russian and Other
Communist Celebrities," Names, 8 (1960), 220-239; James Forsyth, A Pracacal
Guide to Russian Stress (Edinburgh and London, 1963), pp. 111-114; Melvin E.
Deatherage, Soviet Surnames: A Handbook (Oberammergau, 1962, mimeographed).
Mr. Deatherage was kind enough to place at this writer's disposal two copies of his
study.
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stress shift to all endings in the pronunciation of those Russians
,vho use Kamkin. The entry Zuk (d) means that the stress shifts to
the oblique case endings when the noun is declined.7

In the introduction to the surname part of the Dictionary, there
will be a descriptive statement concerning the declension of sur-
names, a summary of general rules regarding their accentuation,
and comments on the Russians' pronunciation of foreign names.
There will be a special section for the person interested in Russian
names who does not know Rus~ian. This section will explain briefly
the Russian alphabet and sound system, and, in addition, how to
find a name in the Dictionary if only the English transliteration is
available.

Four problems have arisen in regard to surnames. The first pro-
blem that had to be solved was hOV\T to select names for the Dic-
tionary. The number of Russian family names is infinite. Specific
criteria had to be established and applied in order to keep the num-
ber of names in the Dictionary to a reasonable limit. The criteria had·
to insure inclusion of those names which would be most important
for persons interested in Russian literature and for people interested
in the political, cultural, and economic phases of life in the Soviet
Union. The following procedure was adopted in the selection of sur-
names for the Dictionary. First, a list of the most important works
in Russian literature was drawn ups and examined by a group of
readers who recorded all polysyllabic Russian surnames occurring
in the works. All of these names will go into the Dictionary. The
second major source of surnames is the Moscow Telephone Book of
1960.9 Here a selection had to be made since this source contains far

. too many names for inclusion. After considerable deliberation, it
was decided to include the following types of surnames: I. All sur-
nanles ending in the most productive Russian surname suffixes -ov
and -in; 2. names ending in the suffixes -enko, -ik, -ko, -ovic', -skij,
etc., if the name occurs at least twice; 3. other names (i.e., names

7 Such a monosyllabic name would be declined only when referring to a male.
The Dictionary will include only those monosyllabic surnames which have a mobile
stress.

8 Professors Ralph E. Matlaw of the University of Illinois and Gleb Zekulin of
the University of Glasgow were the main advisers in compiling this list. Their
collaboration is appreciated sincerely.

9 Spisok abonentov moskovskoj gorodskoj telefonnoj seti (Moscow, 1960), pp. 211 to
847.
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that are non-Russian and non-Slavic from the historical viewpoint)
if they occur at least three times. The third major source of surnames
is the Large Soviet Encyclopedia. 10 All surnames ofRussian and Soviet
persons listed in this Encyclopedia will be included in the Dictionary.

The sources described above have produced a basic inventory of
about 25,000 surnames for the Dictionary.

The second major problem in treating Russian surnames lies in
ascertaining the proper stress. For many Russian surnames, to be
sure, this problem is easily solved. These names are always stressed
in the same way by any ~iterate Russian. Often such names belong
to well-known persons. For example, the names of such famous
authors as Lermontov, T1trgenev, and Karamzin are invariably
pronounced with the indicated stresses. A large number of other
stresses seem firmly standardized on the basis of several rules which
will be discussed beIO"\v.

On the other hand, there are Russian surnames whose stress is
not fixed either by wide usage, or by the operation of the general
rules. Such names produce most of the variant stresses. The only
satisfactory method of treating such names for the Dictionary is
to obtain the aid of informants familiar with the prevalent stress of
surnames in the contemporary Soviet Union. At present, several
native informants are engaged in this phase of the project.

The third problem concerning surnames is the formulation of
general rules in regard to stress. Actually, the stress of Russian sur-
names is so complex that no complete set of rules can be devised. On
the other hand, an examination of a large number of surnames re-
veals two major factors, which often determine the stress. The first
factor is the type of suffix. Certain suffixes often attract the stress.
An illustration of this phenomenon is -ovskij and its variant -evskij,
exemplified by Bur6vskij, Dostoevskij, Gud6vskij, KorS1tn6vskij,
Lavr6vskij, M ogilevskij, etc. There are, of course, exceptions such as
Od6evskij, the name of the Russian poet Aleksandr I. (1802-1839)
and the novelist Vladimir F. (1804-1869). Other suffixes which
attract the stress are -uk, -ovic, -ak, -un, -uckij, etc. Several of these
suffixes have been described in the existing literature, notably
Deatherage's study.ll Additional ,york on this question is, ho"vever,

10 Bol'saja sovetskaja enciklopedija. 2nd ed., 51 vols. (Moscow, 1949-1958). All
surnames are stressed in this encyclopedia beginning with volume 7.

11 Opecit., pp.50-52.
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necessary, and is being carried out for the Dictionary. The second
important factor is the stress pattern of the noun from which a sur-
name is derived. Since the relationship between the stress of derived
surnames and their corresponding nouns has not been adequately
described in the extant literature, it has been necessary to investigate
this question in some detail during the compilation of the Diction-
ary. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to report the
findings completely, several comments will suffice to show what
types of information have been obtained.

For example, it is clear that a surname has the same stress as
the noun from which it is derived if the latter has a constant stem
stress throughout its declension. Examples: Baranov-baran
(genitive - barana) 'ram'; Belkin-belka 'squirrel'; Bunin-bunja
'boastful person'; Kutuzov-kutuz 'pillow for weaving'; Plotnikov-
plotnik 'carpenter'; Saburov-sabur 'aloe'; Vinogradov-vinograd
'grapes,' etc.

The complexities arise when a surname comes from a noun which
has mobile stress or a constant end stre~s. For example, the previous
literature on this subject, including Kiparskij's recently published
major study of Russian accentuation, indicates that a surname is
usually end-stressed if it is derived from a monosyllabic masculine
noun which is end-stressed throughout its declension.12 Stem stress
in the name is described as being the exception. The research carried
out for the Dictionary shows that this observation is not accurate.
In fact, in this group of names stem stress and variant stress taken
together occur far more frequently than end stress. If we consider
seventy-four surnames which are formed from monosyllabic end-
stressed nouns listed in the Academy of Sciences Grammar,13 we
find the follO"\ving.

Twenty-six names are usually end-stressed: Blinov-bUn (genitive
- blina) 'pancake'; Ersov-ers 'ruff' (fish); Petrov-Petr 'Peter';
Popov-pop 'priest'; Rublev-rubl' 'rouble'; Stolbov-stolb 'pillar';
Xlystov-xlyst 'whip,' etc.

12 Valentin Kiparskij, Der Wortakzent der russischen Schriftsprache (Heidelberg,
1962), pp. 264-265; and G. Davydoff and P. Pauliat, Precis d'accentuation russe
(Paris, 1959), p. 44.

13 Grammatika russkogo jazyka (Moscow, 1960), I, 190-191. The stresses given
in this paper were provided by two cultured Soviet informants.
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Twenty-five are usually stem-stressed: BiJlcov-byk 'bull'; D'ja-
kov-d'jak 'clerk'; ]{6tov-kot 'tomcat'; Kr6tov-krot 'mole'; 8tiJkov-
styk 'bayonet'; Umov-um 'intelligence'; Zukov-zuk 'beetle,' etc.14

Twenty-three nouns have variant stresses: G6rb6v-gorb 'hump';
Gurt6v-gurt 'herd'; Pest6v-pest 'pestle'; Sud6v-sud 'court'; X6l-
mov-xolm 'hill'; Zezlov-zezl 'wand,' etc.

In several instances, the stem stress or variant stress in a name
derived from an end-stressed monosyllabic noun has a historical
explanation. Kiparskij has shown that several nouns of this type
were, or may have been, stem-stressed in Old Russian.I5 Such nouns
were d'jak, gorb, kot, slon, xolm, zuk, etc. I

Work on the Dictionary has also reached new findings regarding
the stress of surnames derived from feminine nouns in stressed -a
which retain the end stress throughout their declension. Previous
descriptions state that in such surnames the end stress is usual.I6
To analyze this pattern, we have taken thirty-nine names which are
formed from the completely end-stressed feminine nouns in -a listed
in the Academy Grammar.I7 We find that end stress is decidedly less
frequent than stem and variant stress. The data follow. -

Nine names are usually end-stressed: Botvin-botva 'plant leaves';
Golovnin-golovnja 'fire-brand'; ]{ocergin-kocerga 'poker' (for stok-
ing); Kvasnin-kvasnja 'kneading trough'; Lapsin-lapsa 'noodle-
soup'; etc.

Seventeen names are usually stem-stressed: Buzin-b~tza 'home-
made ale'; Cekin-ceka 'linchpin'; Kirkin-kirka 'pick'; Kljukin-
kljuka 'walking stick'; K6rin-kora 'bark'; Zudin-zuda 'annoying
person.'

Thirteen names have variant stresses: Bardin-barda 'malt grain' ;
Certin-certa 'line'; Truxin-truxa 'rotted wood'; Xandrin-xandra
'blues' (depressed mental state), etc.

The fourth problem regarding surnames is that some Russians
insist on a pronunciation of their names which differs from the usual
stress. The Dictionary can, of course, attempt no large-scale de-
scription of such "individual" pronunciations. It must limit itself

14 It may be noted that all nouns of the type under discussion that end in -k
(byk, d'jak, styk, zuk, etc.) have stem-stressed derivative surnames.

15 Opecit., pp. 70-80, 90-92.
16 Davydoff and Pauliat, Opecit., p. 44 and Kiparskij, Opecit., p. 265.
17 1.198.
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to pointing out individual stresses in the names of well-known per-
sons. Here are several examples of individual pronunciations:

1. A. T. B6lotov, author, 1783-1833.18 (Cf. the normal stress
Bolotov from boloto 'swamp.')

2. K. M. Byk6v, physiologist, 1884.19 (Cf. the normally used
stress BiJkov, listed earlier in this paper.)

3. S. I. 6zegov, lexicographer.20 (Cf. the normal Oze·govfrom ozog
'burn.')

4. F. N. Sved6v, physicist, 1840-1905.21 (Cf. the normal Svedov
fronl sved, genitive sveda, 'Swede.')

Any discussion of individual pronunciation must include mention
of the most frequently encountered Russian surname, Ivanov. One
would expect the stress of this name to be invariably Ivanov. (Cf.
Ivan and its genitive Ivana.) In Russia, however, each person named
Ivanov apparently decides whether he is to be called Ivanov or
Ivanov. The second variant prevails in the contemporary Soviet
Union. Of thirty-six I vanovslisted in the Large Soviet Encyclopedia, 22

twenty-seven are given as Ivanov and eight as Ivanov. For one
Ivanov, no stress is indicated. The Dictionary ,villlist all the Ivanovs
found in the Large Soviet Encyclopedia (with initials and dates) and
indicate the preferred stress for each.

University of Pennsylvania

IS See the Malaja 8ovet8kaja enciklopedija, 3rd ed., 10 vols. (Moscow, 1958-1960),
1. 1123. All surnames are stressed in this encyclopedia. See also Kiparskij, op.cit.,
pp.264-265.

19 See Malaja 8ovet8kaja enciklopedija, 2. 67.
20 See the title page of S. 1. Ozegov, Slovar' rU88ko[Jojazyka (l\ioscow, 1960).
21 See the Bol'saja 8ovet8kaja enciklopedija, 47. 570.
22 Ibid., 17. 271-82.


